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Theoretical basis of economic instruments in environmental protection
Effective economic instruments which control proper utilization of environment are important
aspect of ecologization. There are two types of such economic mechanisms and instruments.
 general instruments and mechanisms which are effective for the whole country's economy, its
sectors and branches (on the macro level),
 specific instruments and mechanisms, directly connected with environmental protection and
natural resources usage (the use of own specific mechanisms of utilization of environment).1
Nowadays working out the effective concept of economic mechanisms which manages
utilization of environment is possible according to following rules:
1. Effective utilization of environment and environmental protection can be worked out and realized
only after finding such concept for all separate sectors and whole economy.
2. Economic mechanism of utilization of environment should become an integral part of “global”
economic mechanism, it can’t be local and include only nature complexes and branches of industry
which exploit nature. Mechanisms of protection of environment should be correlated with other
economic mechanisms, which operate in other stages of processing resources – good plan,
connecting the primeval resources with final goods.
3. Economic mechanism of utilization of environment should be formed as synthesis for diverse
fields of industry, and cover many geographical regions. This can not be done without taking into
consideration basic economic processes which function in consumer society.2
Any undertakings connected with environmental protection, require investment, but if
those costs are not incurred then society has to pay for repair of environmental damages. Those
expenses are very important in calculating ecological losses. As the first expanses we consider
expenses incurred on protection of environment in the sites where there is potential hazard. Second
expenses - economical losses which are the result of not taking action connected with
environmental protection. It includes compensation for loss of resources, and expenses for repair of
devastation and expenses for predicting feasible losses in the future.
Giving characteristics of economic mechanism in solving ecological problems,
Ukrainian scientist O.O. Wekłych noticed, that economic mechanisms in environmental protection,
exist in developed countries, and contain two major groups of ecological statutory regulations for
industry.3
The first group is oriented towards enforcement of some regulations for pollutants of
environment. It is unified system of regulations: money for waste, for storage or distribution of
pollutants, charges for deterioration of natural environment, environmental taxes from company
profits, when the production involves use of substances dangerous for the environment,
compensations for braking environmental policies, or environmental standards, for causing hazard
to human health or flora and fauna.
The second group of regulations, which activates undertakings dealing with
environmental protection is meant to encourage introduction of the improvements to the present
state of environment. This group is the strongest instrument for improving the state of environment,
on one hand it is economically attractive for firms which use natural resources, on the other it
creates possibility of converting to innovatory technologies, from monitoring the environment
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towards prevention. State subsidies, reduction of taxes, low-interest loans, depreciation of machines
and equipment used for environmental protection, buying and selling of pollution permits,
encourages the firms to consider pro-ecological solutions. Those economic measures create
favourable conditions for organizing actions aiming at prevention and improvement of the state of
natural environment.4
All subsidies granted to firms for prevention and improvement of the state of natural
environment come from the Budget or special ministerial funds. For example, in Austria there is
natural environment fund, in Sweden - fund for prevention of pollution caused by burning of fossil
fuels, in Turkey - fund for prevention of pollution of environment, and so on. Institutions which
finance and distribute subsidies are able to function according to loan-financial methods. In
majority of countries there is a law which stops the financial support when the requirements which
enable the use of subsidies are not met. Fines for waste and bonuses for use of technologies which
are environmental friendly are “soft “ market instruments of economic policy, which is used by
more developed countries such as the USA, Japan, Sweden and other. They are not greatly
acknowledged in Europe.5
There are three distinguished economic mechanisms for regulating the nature usage
processes*:
 soft, pushing mechanism – liberal for ecology. It is the most general limitation for industrial
development without inhibiting it. This type of economical mechanism is directed towards
decreasing negative impact on environment. Is does not do much to eliminate the cause of the
deterioration, it has little impact on the rate and scale of the industrialization. This mechanism
is typical for industry based development. This mechanism is being implemented in Ukraine;
 mechanism which encourages ecologically balanced and environmental friendly industries and
types of activities. The market principles form the basis of functioning of this mechanism. This
mechanism encourages the increase of production which uses new technologies, it promotes
better utilization and protection of natural resources. As example of such mechanism we can
give restrictions for farming in the country side;
 “fixed”, top-down mechanism, which is based on administrative and market instruments. Its
stiff tax and loan policy hinders some branches of industry. This type of mechanism is
representative for stable socio-economic communities.6
In reality those mechanisms do not exist separately and are tied together. It all depends
on specific technologies, production and kind of business activity. For example in the near future, if
we want to promote ecological development, there will be need for introducing both encouraging
and fixed mechanisms, which will regulate functioning of separate firms and will be oriented
towards final results.
The most important currant problems of ecological policy is introducing reforms in tax
system to promote ecological taxes, and strengthening the use of traditional instruments such as: the
protection of water and forest complexes which are of key importance for efficient functioning of
the Earth.
Instruments for environmental and resources management can be categorised in many
ways; for example to what extend they are voluntary, are they centralized, what goals they aim to
achieve, are they integrated with each other, are they in agreement with market mechanisms. Polish
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scientists divide the instruments of managing the environment into three groups7:
1. decentralized instrument,
2. command and control regulation – CAC,
3. incentive-based regulation-IB (economic instruments).
Decentralized instrument consists of general legal articles, for example civil liability,
criminal responsibility and property law. This group includes also moral persuasion by means of
information and communication with different social groups.
Command and control regulation are instruments of administrative-legal character: such
as environmental standards, limits of emission and technological standards.
The range of incentive-based regulation-IB (economic instruments) is quite broad. It
includes:
1. ecological charges (for emission within limits and for industrial use of environment),
2. ecological taxes (production charges),
3. deposit-reimbursement system,
4. transferable entitlements,
5. subsidies (grands, loans and tax reduction),
6. pledges,
7. fines.8
The group of means of force includes such instruments as: fees, ecological taxes,
deposit-reimbursement systems, transferable entitlements, standards, permits and so on. The group
of voluntary instruments includes voluntary trade commitments, elements of ecological
management (environmental management in a firm, Agenda 21), in so far as those actions are
regarded as separate instruments.
Instruments, which are meant to accomplish local goals, are the fees and NO2 and SO 2
limits, sewerage solid waste management, some ecological taxes, deposit-reimbursement system,
and some spatial planning regulations and geological and mining laws. Among instruments
concerning global issues are taxes for emission of CO2 and taxes for emission of other greenhouse
gases.
According to market requirements the highest place in the hierarchy is taken by
transferable entitlements, deposit-reimbursement systems, ecological taxes and fees. The
administrative-legal instruments are of the highest rung.
Those tools can be classified according to degree of complexity. As simple instruments
we regard fees and ecological taxes. As complex instruments we regard transferable entitlements,
spatial planning, ecological management.9
Obviously between separate instruments and groups of instruments there are important
differences not only in the qualities and structure but also in impact they have on the producers and
consumers as well as on economy and society. There are also differences in their contracts and
possibility of making independent decisions. We have to remember that just like there is instability
of market as far as the environmental protection is concerned, there is instability of government
meddling in this branch of economy (government failure). As the main causes of such situation we
consider:
 failure in enforcement of regulations and legal instruments,
 lack of adequate tools for constant and precise monitoring of environment,
 inertia, which results in lack of flexibility and adequate reaction while working on creating
ecological policy,
 lack of coordination of ecological policy with planning for other branches of industry,
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responsibility is not evenly divided among different institutions.10
Possibility of states meddling with ecological policy can take form of direct regulating,
economical pressure, or uncertainties in management in environmental protection.
The ecological charges for emission are set according to the quantity and quality of
emitted substances. It become a kind of substitute for charges for possibility of utilization of
environment. It also includes charges for storage of waste in the rubbish damp. Charges for
economic utilization of parts of environment are a variant of ecological charges, for example
drawing water, utilization of water, use of natural resources, (charges for water, concession fees,
and exploitation fees). The general specificity of ecological charges is based on that, it does not
burden directly a company, but are merely a part of its costs. Ecological charges are based on the
“polluter pays” principle. We can see the influence of ecological taxes on final consumers of goods
and services by looking at prices.
As far as economical instruments are concerned especially ecological charges, major
role is played by some municipal rates and rates for use of energy. They are indirect methods, but
since the use of energy and most municipal services are closely connected with environment they
are important instruments keeping the balance between demand for natural resources and
environmental services and emission on pollution. Sometimes ecological charges contain charges
for environmental services (for example for disposal and recycling of solid and liquid waste).11
Fines are most often paid for devastation of natural environment, or for exceeding a
limit (breaking rules of utilization of environment). Extorting character of fines is based on that the
firm can not include it in its expenses, because it charges company's financial result.
Very often instead of using the word ecological taxes we use phrase productive charges
(ecotaxes). They are closely related to ecological taxes, but are constructed differently, ecological
surcharge is added to prices of products which are harmful for environment.
Ecological taxes are based on new ecological economy: subscribing negative
environmental effects not the products. In developed countries with market economy the role of
ecological taxes is increasing and it stimulates the economy. They are supposed to deal with two
tasks:
 to make the value of production more proportional to expenses,
 to support policy, where loses are paid by the polluters, not by the society as a whole
(realization of “polluter pays” principle).
The state has some influence only at the beginning, having influence only on the prices.
All the rest is done by market mechanisms, they influence the behaviour of producer and consumer,
the demand and supply, depending on the state of ecology, ect.
In general, tax reduction for producers can be estimated only taking into consideration
the actions taken for preservation of environment. When there are some truly effective undertakings
for preservation of environment there can be reduction of taxes profit, for example lowering it by
the amount which a firm has reinvested in those undertakings.
In some cases there can be no taxes. For example ecological founds are tax free. This
policy can be applied for profits, gained by recycling of used products and waste, for environmental
tenders.
When the economy is set on the way of constant development, the tax system should
expect the raise of taxes for branches of industry which exploit the environment.
The regional aspect is also very important. In regions, where environment is more
polluted, the tax system should be more strict compared to the one from ecologically clean regions.
Reduced taxes can be given to state and private firms, which produce machines and products which
are environmentally friendly, or which provide ecological services (building and reconstruction of
complexes which have something to do with preservation of natural environment).
Increase of taxes is reasonable when we assess production processes which are
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hazardous for environment. To give the factory time needed for converting the production process
to make it more environmentally friendly progressive taxation must be introduced.
Besides, ecological taxes are much most reasonable solution than ecological fees,
because they let to examine the products which are generally used.
As it is emphasized by Polish scientist P. Jeżowski, the ecological fees (for emission)
make sense for centralized production centres and larger factories. The ecological fees assume that
there is monitoring of emission and the use of environment, which calls for additional expanses.
When we have small and scattered sources of emission, this monitoring is practically impossible, so
the fees have restricted use. Ecological taxes are discriminatory in the sense that it affects large
producer and concentrated production, because small producer can avid those charges.12
There are also special mechanisms and instruments, which are directly connected with
environmental protection and exploitation of natural resources, in particular economic mechanisms.
For better efficiency those instruments should be used in those branches of state's economy where
those methods cause less losses in comparison to direct actions takes for environmental protection.
We can distinguish following elements of economic mechanisms which regulate the use
of natural environment:
 charges for polluting the natural environment*;
 charges for the use of natural environment**;
 system of economic stimulants of actions connected with environmental protection (taxes,
subsidies, cheap credits for undertakings which have something to do with environmental
protection, fast depreciation of environmental founds, ect.);
 creating the market of environmental protection reserves;
 improving the prices by including the ecological factor, especially for production in those
branches of industry with exploit natural environment;
 ecological founds;
 ecological programmes;
 transferable entitlements;
 system ”deposit-repayment”;
 ecological insurence.13
In general, active introduction of payment for exploitation of natural environment
should enhance more adequate consideration of ecological factor in economy and rational use of
natural resources. Besides there is a need for reforms in whole tax system. In those countries where
the tax system is distorted*** introduction of new taxes and strengthening of traditional ecological
taxes can give double profits. The reforms of tax system are about the improving of the state of
environment as far as economic effects and social effects are concerned, and decreasing the
negative impact on economy and social sphere created by distorted taxes. This concept of reforms
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of tax system is called the “double dividend”.
At the First International Congress for Economists which took up the subject of
environment and natural resources in 1998, a group of scientists presented works devoted to
“double dividend” that enabled drawing following concussions:
 European Committee states that all industrial countries should up till 2010 limit harmful
emissions which cause greenhouse effect by 15% in comparison to 1990, reformation of the tax
system of the European countries on the basis of „double dividends” concept becomes
especially actual.
 taxes for pollutants of environment in developing countries are important elements of
ecological policy (it is needed not only to raise taxes but to reform the tax system as a whole
based on the concept of “double dividend”);
 reforms of tax system, for example in Ukraine based on “double dividend” can give positive
results (as far as economy, ecology and people's warfare is concerned). That is why there is a
need for drawing financially balanced model, which would strengthen encouraging role of the
taxes and weaken the negative impacted where their role is distorted;
 in the conditions of weak competitiveness and under strong influence of trade unions on
economy, effect of tax system reforms based on concept of “double dividend” can be minimal
(the true results of putting the “double dividend” into practice can be only checked
empirically).14
European experience as well as the polish one, shows that ecological taxes, together
with taxes for production which is hazardous for environment, are effective instruments of
ecological policy where standard charges for pollution are higher then costs needed for prevention
of ecological damages. Such ecological tax for leaded petrol was introduces in Sweden in 19881993 and resulted in reduction of contamination of environment by car fumes by 20%15. But we
need to keep in minds that both taxes and pesticides, need careful handling. Needless reforms of tax
system, often lead to undesirable changes in economy, which cannot be foreseen by the reformators.
Traditionally, economic sanctions for misuse of environment and natural resources are
regarded as legal mechanism of economic policy. In recent years many scientific papers have been
written, the authors examine introducing economic sanctions for ecological harm as an instrument
of economic environmental policy.16
In economical literature economic sanctions for ecological harm are often wrongly
considered equivalent of ecological taxes, despite the fact that those mechanisms of ecological
policy perform different roles. Ecological tax is to have stimulating and methodological function,
and economic sanctions – stimulating and blocking functions and it has to function as an economic
punishment.
Economic sanctions for ecological harm are expedient to implement in cases of
breaking ecological standards. They have to bring full refund for ecological loss and be an
instrument of economic punishment for misuse of natural environment and natural resources. We
have to keep in mind that severe economic punishment in the case of industrial undertakings is
risky and not appealing. In such a case most of the specialists consider not resorting to instruments
of economic policy a better option. The creating of motivation for development of industry and
better technology, which use the environment and natural resource wisely is preferable.
The fee for returned waste – economic mechanism of ecological policy, which expect
transformation of expenses from special funds to factories and institutions which introduced
improvements and as a result reduced the amount of harmful waste in environment. R. A Hamilton
(World Bank) at the first World Congress for Economists on environment and natural resources
proposed, creation of special national funds (ranging from 3% of NPB) which should be used for
technological bonuses.17 Those funds are directed to those firms, which by introduction of
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environmental friendly technologies achieved the improvement in the way they make use of
environment and natural resources.
Ecological funds from outside the Budget (environmental protection funds) are
important for financing conservation of environment. The main reason behind creation of those
funds is having the Budget independent centralized source for financing environmental protection
needs. Among their goals are:
 financing and providing credits for environmental programmes and scientific – technical
projects, directed towards improvement of state of environment and ensuring ecological safety
of people;
 activation of financial supplies for undertakings and programmes connected with
environmental protection;
 economic stimulation of rational utilization of environment, for bringing in clean technologies;
 supporting environmental education and ecological awareness.
Sources of financing ecological funds are mainly charges for storage, emission of
contaminating substances, and for distribution of waste, mandatory fines for accidental
contamination, mandatory fines for braking environmental protection laws. Ecological funds gather
financial reserves for realization of ecological programmes, and enable shared financing of costs of
conservation of environment. Without outside the Budget funds solving of specific ecological
problems wouldn't be possible, especially with the chronic deficit in the Budget.18
Ecological conversion of external debt (or exchange of debts on environmental
protection) is a new and perspective financial – economic instrument, which can play an important
role in environmental protection. One of the forms of paying back the debts is conditional transfer
from one kind of payment to another, for example compensation of debts, or its part by shared,
accomplishment of undertakings in the field of environmental protection.*
Ecological conversion anticipate possibility of transformation of part of financial
obligations to the Budged into taking obligation of financing undertakings in the field of
environmental protection within the countries boarder, and in national currency up to set total. 19 In
most cases special earmarked fund manages the money of credited countries and countries-lender.
Some countries actively use transformation of external debt into internal one for
financing undertakings connected with environmental protection. This transformation is quite
common in Poland and Bulgaria. Both countries set conditional funds in national currency for
undertakings connected with environmental protection in their countries, and countries-creditors
lower their debts by certain amount. Poland has signed agreements for transfer of part of external
debt for undertakings which are aimed at conservation with the USA, Switzerland, France, Italy,
Norway and Sweden for the total amount of 571 mln USD. In Poland for managing of those funds
was created EkoFundusz.20
Bulgaria signed and agreement with Switzerland. In 1997 transformation of external
debt for financing undertakings aimed at conservation came to 4 mln 230 thousand. USD. Those
funds are managed by National Trust Fund.21
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Ultimately should be changed indexes for fines for ecological violations. They should
be high enough to exclude possibility of gaining profits from braking the set limits for pollution for
companies which use the environment. In Poland for example, the sum of money paid for polluting
the air is ten times higher than charges for buying limits of pollution. The possibility of high fine for
ecological violations also enhances its function as protective economic regulator of utilization of
environment.22
Appearing of outer effects is attributed to lack of markets, where exchange of goods and
services would take place on the level of economic units. Most of scientists thinks that lack of
market where firms could organize exchange of permits for emission of pollutants, is the ultimate
reason of too high presence of pollutants in environment. On the other hand some authors reckon
that market mechanisms can not effectively solve complex tasks connected with social and
ecological aspects of environmental protection, some orthodox thesis claims, that pollution is
caused by private property and aspiration for maximal profits. Nowadays tendency for setting
economic market for environmental protection is in the lead, but the range for implementation of
market mechanisms as well as forms of countries economic policy are still discussed.
However the external costs become internal, when it finally reaches the violator.23
Reaching optimum Pareto at the state of balance between competitors on the market requires zero
compensations for the victims. Hence in environmental protection economy it is thought that for
existence of external costs the first condition is sufficient. It is clear in the definition by famous
Polish economist ecologist T. Zylicz, who says that appearing of external effect is connected with
challenging of following premises, which are the basis of market balance.24
1. Profit of every firm depends only on factors which are under its control and on the prices,
which are shaped by demand and supply. This premises is undermined if decisions of other
economic subjects have direct influence on the profit of company not by the mean of prices
(production externalities).
2. The utility which is gained by every consumer depends on goods basket purchased on the
market or comes from own resources.
It is particularly important that external cost is transferred from the offender to the
victim, which means it has some features of public or private anti good. A typical example of public
anti good is the air pollution in the city or the greenhouse effect. Example of private anti good is
storing of company's waste on somebody's property. In the first case production of waste by the
offender affects well-being of many individuals at the same time. Furthermore inhaling polluted air
by every individual does not decrease the amount of pollution inhaled by others. In the case of
private anti goods victims share the losses. If the waste is dumped on somebody's property, less of it
is left.25 This differentiation is crucial when we plan a system of ecological policy instruments.
In the first case victims are helpless against offenders. All of them together can suffer
losses which exceed offenders' profits. Every individual victim, if wanted to force the offender to
cut down the pollution, would have to bear some costs, but if they succeed the benefits would be
equal for everybody. Own contribution in those benefits would be incomparably small in
comparison to own expenditure spend in the process of getting it.
In the case of small private companies individual victims, especially if they are not so
numerous, have much stronger stimuli for putting pressure on the creator of external costs because
in the case of reducing the amount of waste dumped in the given area, almost all the benefit goes to
the land owner.
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From the economic point of view what matters is not only physical size of emitted
pollution, but also the losses caused by it. “Victims” have no influence on the size of emitted
pollution, but they have some influence of the size of losses caused by it. If more people moves into
the polluted area, the value of external costs will increase. So in a way the victims are co-originators
of external costs. Some scientists claim that it is the victims that should be taxed. The main reason
behind this tax would be to forcing the victims into taking some actions aimed at minimizing losses
caused by pollution. On the other hand many Polish economists are for awarding victims
compensation equivalent to the losses incurred as a result of pollution. The tax exemption for
victims who renounce awarded compensation for their losses might be the most effective.26
This problem is a real challenge for economists-theorist who claim that problem of
external costs can be solved, if the market allows for creation of suitable price for anty-goods such
as pollution. Such a price would have to be asymmetrical – other level of prices for consumer
(victims) of external costs and other for offenders. No normal market price would be able to meet
this asymmetrical condition. If the buyer of a product would pay 10 monetary units, than because of
the mutual inverse of market transactions – the seller would have to get for his products exactly the
same 10 monetary units. This price would then be effective one and assure optimum Pareto, where
both the consumer and the producer are in balance. But when there are external costs reaching the
optimum Pareto requires positive price for pollutants for production of external cost, and zero price
for consumption of external effect of pollution for the victims. It cannot be normal market price,
which is symmetrical for the producer and consumer. So reaching economic effectiveness calls not
for normal market prices, but the fiscal instruments, which would have asymmetrical qualities. The
optimal tax for environmental pollution have these qualities 27.
Understanding of environmental pollution in neoclassic economy is slightly different
form the popular understanding. The physical effect of environmental pollution if for the
economists important as much as it lowers the level of consumers needs and as much it forces the
industry to bearing additional costs, to keep a certain level of production. So not the physical
changes in the environment but the losses are the subject of economic analysis. For economists this
loss is (or should be) as real as any other wastage in the country's economy. That why the loss for
the environment is valuated – neoclassical economy expresses it in price category.28
Improvement of the condition of environment does not come automatically. Expenses
which have to be borne to lower the level of pollution are for economists as real as losses caused by
pollution. That is why in economic sense the optimal not the zero level of pollution is desired. That
is one where public costs for repair of one unit of pollution equals the costs of loss done by this
unit. In other words, it is such a level, where final profits caused by reduction of pollution equal the
final public costs of this reduction.
Balance on every market is set in position, where the final profits for companies
(taking-MR) equal the final costs (MC), in the case of consumers the final profits resulting from
consumption of goods (MU) equals the final costs of purchasing those goods (MC). The general
market balance reaches the Pareto optimum when MR=MC and MU=MC.
Final profits and final utility can be more generally called marginal benefits. Then the
balance and Pareto optimum is reached only for producers and consumers, and the final profits
equal the final costs MB=MC.29
As it is emphasized by Polish economists, we talk about market defects when, there is a
difference between final private profits (MPB) and final private costs (MPC), and corresponding
optimal for public values: MSB and MSC. The Pareto optimum is then: MSB=MSC.30
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Theoretical models of regulation expects that appearing of market defects, in other
words external effects is enough a good reason for making some economic decisions only by the
government. However we have to differentiate between the correcting economic regulation and the
need for correcting of general system of country economy aiming at defining and enforcement of
property law, which are the basis of freedom of ventures.
Another crucial problem is general taxing as form of financing some element of public
life. It is known that general taxes, if they do not have qualities of flat-rate or headage distort final
decisive relations and influence the market balance and effective allocation.
Two basic types of regulations leading to reaching this goal are31:
1. administrative – legal approach (prescriptive – banning) the direct regulation of amount of
produced, sold, bought and consumed goods;
2. economic (price) approach, correction of prices for transactions, indirectly correcting the
amount of goods.
Nowadays in the world there are two standard types of management if the field of
environmental protection: administrative and market. Majority of countries which are effective in
environmental protection are oriented towards market management – when there are no limits of
waste but its price is known, which can be calculated in linear growth depending of the amount of
waste. Such a system forces firms to optimize production processes and to introduce new
technologies.32
Theoretical basis of classical instruments of internalization of external effects, as they
are discussed among economists, can be enumerated as follows:
 pigou tax: taxing productive and consumerist undertakings which create external effect;
 broadening of market-price mechanism onto new subject without presence of external
regulations. This way external effect can be treated as a good (Coase's statement);
 “internalization” of external effect by means of merging subjects which influence each other.
Application of this method is so limited that it can be passed over.33
The optimum of Pigou tax, Polish scientists illustrate in following way: net social
benefits (NSB) from business activity can be calculated as gross income P(Q) reduced by private
costs of this business activity(PC- private costs) and by external costs (EC)
NSB=P(Q) – PC(Q) – EC(Q),
where P is a price, Q is a supply of business activity which cause pollution (price P does not depend
on the value of supply Q, due to former premises of ideal competition).34
Of course, setting by the government the optimum rates of Pigou tax, requires being
aware of individual function graphs, which are kept secret by the companies and one should not
expect that it will be disclosed to the government. Recognition of those function graphs requires not
only precise monitoring of the emission, but also exact models for diffusion of pollution and
valuation of losses suffered by each victim. That is why governments often resort to second best
solutions and tax emission of pollution, which are proportional to arduousness of a given pollutant,
but identical for all companies within the same branch and often for all pollutants in the country.
Theory of public goods and external effects creates premises for regulating-allocative
role of state in environmental protection. This role is social regulation of various instruments, which
act against negative external effects of productive undertakings, which use natural resources.
Without whose instruments it would be impossible to protect environment, to manage the
ecological issue, utilization of environment and natural resources on the international, regional and
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local level and on the level of individual companies.

